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Beachstone Sustainable Surfaces
Made from 85 percent recycled glass and 

concrete, Beachstone Sustainable Surfaces 
offer environmentally friendly countertops. 

Beachstone surfaces can be standard sized or 
custom made to order, without the long lead 
times typically required with other concrete 

cast products. Product color lines include Pearl 
and Maine series, with nine colors in each 

product line.

For more information, No. 800 on reader 

service card.

Fairfi eld Tub and Shower Mixer
Inspired by the Arts and Crafts and Aes-
thetic movements, this tub and shower 
mixer from Samuel Heath’s Fairfi eld 
collection can convert a simple bathtub 
into a multipurpose shower or bath. The 
fi xture can be deck-mounted or fl oor-
mounted when used with standpipes. 
Available fi nishes include Antique Gold, 
Chrome, Polished Nickel, City Bronze, 
Country Bronze, and Satin Nickel.

For more information, No. 801 on 

reader service card.

LUXE Pattern Grate Linear Shower Drain
The linear patterns on these new shower drains from 
LUXE Linear Drains helps create curbless or barrier-
free entry showers with a contemporary feel. The 
classic square-hole pattern grid is offered across 
six standard lengths—26, 30, 36, 40, 48, and 60 
inches—and two fi nish styles. Custom sizes, patterns, 
and fi nishes are available upon request. Installation is 
fast and easy due to the welded 2-inch central diam-
eter outlet that replaces the strainer and fl ange.

For more information, No. 802 on reader service card.

Clark Architectural Solid Surfaces
Clark Architectural’s Solid Surfaces division offers high-
quality bathtubs, sinks, and custom shower bases that 
emphasize both form and function. All pieces are composed 
of Lucite, a liquid acrylic resin unique to Clark Architectural, 
and aluminum trihydrate for a distinctive fi nish. A variety of 
shapes and sizes are available; all products can feature a 
matte or polished fi nish.

For more information, No. 804 on reader service card.

Moen Banbury Bath Suite
Moen has added an 18-inch 
safety grab bar to its existing 
Banbury bath suite, featuring 
rubber grip pads for a better 
grasp in the tub or shower. The 
high-quality, corrosion-resistant 
material can withstand weights 
up to 500 pounds when mount-
ed with a stud. Also added are 
a glass shelf and pivoting mirror 
in Chrome, Brushed Nickel, and 
Mediterranean Bronze fi nishes. 

For more information, No. 803 

on reader service card.
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